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Abstract
This paper describes work in progress concerning the adequate
modeling of fast speech in unit selection speech synthesis
systems – mostly having in mind blind and visually impaired
users. Initially, a survey of the main phonetic characteristics of
fast speech will be given. From this, certain conclusions
concerning an adequate modeling of fast speech in unit
selection synthesis will be drawn. Subsequently, a questionnaire assessing synthetic speech related preferences of visually
impaired users will be presented. The last section deals with
future experiments aiming at a definition of criteria for the
development of synthesis corpora modeling fast speech within
the unit selection paradigm.

1. Introduction
The option of making a synthesizer “talk fast” is elementary
for users who are crucially dependent on their synthesis
system in many everyday tasks such as browsing the web,
reading emails, reading newspapers etc. and who hardly have
any alternative to synthetic speech, i.e. visually impaired or
blind users. While reading a web page, the – not visually
impaired – user will usually concentrate on certain text
passages, e.g. headlines and skip everything that appears to
him/her as less interesting. This selective attention leads to a
fast reading of least important parts or while a decision is
being made whether the text passage currently read is
interesting at all. The visually impaired user may want to have
a similar option – the possibility to “skim through”. An
optionally fast, or even very fast synthesis system is therefore
often preferred by this user group.
The phonetic characteristics of fast speech are found to be
very different from those of speech produced at “normal”
speed. In order to model fast speech during synthesis, the
engineer has several options. It is possible to either accelerate
the “normal” speech linearly with the help of duration
manipulation, to mimic certain prosodic features typical for
fast speech such as pauses, intonation and strength of prosodic
boundaries or to create an independent inventory inherently
showing all segmental and suprasegmental characteristics of
fast speech. Previous studies indicate that the different
approaches lead to different results in perception experiments.
E.g. artificially produced fast spoken words whose temporal
pattern was equivalent to natural fast speech were judged to
be less intelligible than artificially produced fast spoken
words which were simply linearly compressed. The less the
stimulus deviated from the canonical form of the word in
normal speech the better the word was understood by the
listeners [1]. This indicates that a clear pronunciation is still
preferred over a synthesis that includes typical phonetic
characteristics of natural fast speech such as reductions,
elisions and strong coarticulation.

Furthermore, in a comparison of two synthesis
architectures where a linear tempo manipulation is easily
performed, i.e. formant synthesis and diphone synthesis, blind
listeners preferred the less natural sounding formant over
diphone synthesis with regards to intelligibility in very fast
speech [2]. This indicates that the fast and smooth acoustic
transitions in natural fast speech are important for the
intelligibility of synthetic speech. Such transitions are not
treated adequately by traditional diphone concatenation
synthesis but can be modeled by a formant synthesis. Since
discontinuities pose a problem for concatenative synthesis in
general and unit selection in particular, Breuer [3] suggested
to simply treat certain phone sequences which are prone to
heavy coarticulation as atomic in the sense that they are
regarded as two or more phones, but one indivisable synthesis
unit. This approach might lead to a possible solution to model
fast synthetic speech both naturally – by using prerecorded
concatenation units – and intelligibly – by including typical
smooth transitions in heavily coarticulated contexts.
However, a lot of questions concerning the proper
treatment of fast speech in unit selection synthesis remain.
Taking into account the aforementioned preconditions, the
main focus of the – ongoing – project presented here is the
definition of robust directives which should be obeyed when
building a unit selection synthesis for the visually impaired
which can produce fast or very fast speech in an acceptable
quality.

2. Phonetic Characteristics of natural fast
speech
As stated in the introduction, the characteristics of fast speech
differ from those produced at “normal” tempo. Hence, in this
section a short overview of the general phonetic characteristics
of naturally fast speech is given.
Fast speech differs from “normal” speech both in
quality/quantity of vowels and in quality/quantity of
consonants. Suprasegmental features like accents, phrase
boundaries and the pause durations are also affected by a
change in speaking rate. The course of the fundamental
frequency is strongly influenced by tempo acceleration. How
these differences come about and whether speakers are able to
avoid them – because this might be an important option for a
synthesizer as well – will shortly be described in the
following paragraphs.
2.1. Vowels
Vowels can roughly be described as to consist of three parts:
the onset at the beginning of a vowel, which includes the
formant movements (transitions) from the preceding sound,
the so called steady state almost covering the greatest part in
the middle of the vowel, where the formant frequencies stay

stable, and the offset, which includes the transitions to the
following sound. These transitions from and to another sound
are characteristic for certain combinations of sounds and thus
important for their correct identification [4].
When speaking faster, vowels are shortened in duration.
This process mostly affects the steady state, which is logical
since the transitions are very important for the vowel’s
perceptual identification and may therefore not be curtailed or
even left out.
There is not only pure vowel shortening when speaking
faster. Another important effect is vowel reduction. Here,
reduction refers to a shift of the formant frequencies towards
the neutral vowel in the middle of the vowel space [5]. One
can assume that this reduction is the consequence of the
limited movement velocity of the articulators and/or
increasing coarticulation of segments. It is still a matter of
ongoing discussion whether the shift of the formant
frequencies is a directed movement towards the neutral vowel
or simply a consequence of mutual influence between
neighboring segments. However, it is questionable whether
these phenomena can or should be regarded separately at all.
Nevertheless, both of them affect the produced vowel quality
and consequently have an impact on the listeners’ perception.
2.2. Consonants
Like vowels, consonants are influenced by the acceleration of
speaking rate. Like vowels, they are shortened in duration.
However, due to the fact that most consonants do not possess
a steady state which can be compressed without losing the
segment’s main characteristics, consonantal shortening is
much less pronounced compared to vowels.
Hence, different types of consonants are affected
differently by speech rate acceleration. E.g., plosives become
weaker, which means, that the closures are not complete
resulting in a lack of pressure. This leads to plosive bursts
performed with less intensity. In consequence, the acoustic
characteristics of plosives are more similar to approximants in
fast speech [5]. A similar kind of weakening happens to
fricatives too: The centers of gravity in their noise spectra
show less intensity. Being a combination of plosive and
fricative, affricates turn into pure (reduced) fricatives when
speaking faster [6].
Another phenomenon occurring in fast speech is the
syllabification of consonants. Due to reduction and finally
elision of vocalic segments, consonants may become the
syllable nucleus. This is accompanied by a duration
prolongation of the respective syllabified consonant [7].
Furthermore, the phonetic distinction between voiced and
unvoiced consonants is influenced by an increase in speech
rate. Since voice onset time (VOT) is decreased, its function
as a perceptual cue to distinguish between voiced and
unvoiced plosives is neutralized [8].
The effects accumulated above are partly a result of an
increasing gestural overlap between subsequent segments in
fast speech. The segments have to be articulated in a smaller
temporal frame and are therefore produced with more
interference, often referred to as coarticulation. Another factor
is – similar to vowels – reduction. Due to the fact that the
articulators are limited in their movement velocity, the
articulators do not reach the optimal target position for each
segment. Therefore, the segments as well as the transitions
from one to another are not produced as clearly as in speech
uttered at normal speed. On the segmental level, these

phenomena lead to elision, reduction and assimilation
processes, but it is highly context dependent whether or not
the phenomena do occur or not.
2.3. Suprasegmental Duration
Apart from phone-specific effects, it has been shown that
larger entities, such as the syllable, also behave differently
under variations of speaking rate. E.g., unstressed syllables
show a stronger shortening in fast speech than stressed ones
[9], [10] which actually increases the difference in duration
between stressed and unstressed syllables [11], [12]. An
investigation in American English indicated that the
proportion of stressed syllables decreased from nearly 75 % in
normal speech tempo to less than 50 % in fast speech [13].
Anyway, the duration of stressed syllables or even stressed
vowels in a stress group stayed stable, despite the increasing
number of unstressed syllables.
Nooteboom [14] stated that the vocalic part of a syllable
is more variable in fast speech than the consonantal part. But
it was also shown, that the syllable internal proportion into
1/3 consonantal and 2/3 vocalic part stays almost stable across
different speech tempos [15]. The average number of phones
per syllable decreases as speaking rate increases. In addition,
the elasticity hypothesis of Campbell and Isard [16] states that
the relative duration of the syllable constituents is adjusted to
the temporal frame of the syllable by scaling the intrinsic
duration according to the temporal demands. Different factors
have an influence on this scaling, among them the number of
phones in the syllable, the position of the syllable in the
phrase, the stress assigned to the syllable and the content of its
parent word [ibid.].
2.4. Prosodic Organization
2.4.1.

Pauses and phrase boundaries

When speaking faster, one of the first and easiest things to do
in order to minimize the time for speech production is to
decrease or even delete the pauses between utterances or
phrases. Thus, there are fewer and shorter pauses in fast
speech. The number of phrases decreases as well as prosodic
boundaries are omitted or at least reduced [17], [18].
Monaghan [18] also showed also that in fast speech accents
are left out and only the most important information remains
accented.
2.4.2.

Fundamental frequency

In fast speech, fundamental frequency excursions are less
pronounced, the intonation contour becomes flatter and the
pitch range is reduced. Due to its monotony, this speaking
style can give the listener the impression of tediousness [17].
2.5. Semantic and pragmatic influences on rate
As already mentioned, stressed syllables are shortened less
than unstressed syllables in fast speech. They remain nearly
stable concerning their degree of accentuation if the
information they carry is important for comprehension.
Therefore accentuated syllables in content words, that tend to
have a higher information content compared to function
words, remain stable with an accelerating speech rate [19].
Consequently, content words are less reduced than function
words as well.

Similar to tempo changes in a musical piece, speakers
vary their tempo within an utterance relative to the linguistic
context [20]. Quené [21] found that the JND for human
speech adds up to 2.5 % to 5 % difference in speech rate
relative to the fundamental rate. Professional speakers
produced a variation up to 4 % depending on the degree of
novelty of the information in the relevant utterance. Tempo
changes which are above the JND threshold are obviously
relevant for communication. A speaker may express the
relevance of an utterance in a greater context simply by
changing the tempo and listeners can interpret a change of
speaking tempo as a sign for the importance of what is said.
2.6. Speaking strategies
Despite the continuous speech flow accompanied by
coarticulation, a sufficient contrast between neighboring
segments is both necessary and achievable in successful
human communication. According to Lindblom’s theory of
hyper- and hypoarticulation (H&H theory) [22] a contrast is
sufficient if it allows the listener to discriminate the signal to
the extent necessary to identify the intended item in his mental
lexicon. In contrast, the speaker produces speech earmarked
and future-oriented. This causes a dilemma because on the one
hand the speaker tries to communicate with as little effort as
possible. Hypospeech, a somewhat more slurry pronunciation
style, is the result of this economic constraint.
On the other hand the speaker wants to reach a
communicative goal – he therefore needs to maintain the
phonetic contrast necessary for comprehension. Thus, in
situations where comprehension might be more difficult (e.g.
in a loud environment) or absolutely essential (e.g. when
giving driving instructions) speakers tend to use hyperspeech,
a very exact pronunciation style. Lindblom describes this
phenomenon as follows: „speakers are expected to vary their
output along a continuum of hyper- and hypospeech“. To be
understood by a listener the speaker’s (speech)-signals need to
feature a sufficient contrast for the listeners’ lexical access.
For fast speech, we would normally expect speakers to
use hypospeech while speaking fast – due to economy.
However, speakers may be well able to speak both fast and
clear (hyperspeech) if the situation requires this – within
certain articulatory constraints.
2.7. Perception
As explained above, the main problem during the perception
of natural fast speech is the omission of several acoustic
characteristics which are necessary for the correct
identification of what has been said. In contrast, it has been
shown that if natural speech was compressed up to 65 % of its
original duration it was still “perfectly intelligible” [1].
Obviously, the natural acoustic transitions keep the speech
intelligible even at fast tempo but the content needs to be
semantically or pragmatically predictable to be understood.
Even if the temporal compression is further intensified and the
compressed utterances have only 35 % of their original
duration, they remain comprehensible in the majority of cases
(53 %) [23].
2.8. Conclusions and implications for fast synthetic speech
Speakers follow certain strategies when speaking fast, they
reduce vowels and consonants, flatten the fundamental
frequency contour and try to minimize duration of pauses and
of segments that can be contracted best, i.e. vowels. This

process may lead to a loss of distinctiveness and consequently
comprehension. However, speakers obey certain rules in order
to keep the communication chain working: Semantically
important elements of speech are compressed/reduced less
than unimportant ones. Nevertheless, with a lot of effort,
speakers are well able to speak both clear and fast.
It is possible that a modeling of these speaker strategies
may increase naturalness of synthetic speech. Furthermore, it
is possible that a stronger contrast between clearly spoken,
semantically important and slurrily spoken, less important
elements may even increase comprehension of fast synthetic
speech, since it draws the attention to the main content of an
utterance.
Furthermore, we know that the acoustic transitions of
subsequent segments play a vital role in the intelligibility of
(fast) speech. The discontinuities added to the speech chain
during concatenation must therefore be minimized. This can
be achieved straightforwardly by combining phones which are
prone to heavy coarticulation into indivisable synthesis units.
We therefore aim to integrate the insights of H&H theory
and flexible approaches to inventory creation for unit
selection synthesis in order to achieve synthetic speech that is
both maximally natural and maximally fast.

3. Preliminary Evaluation
The goal of our present study is to determine an optimal
strategy for modeling fast synthetic speech for the visually
impaired user. A fundamental problem is the circumstance
that preferences – especially of the blind or otherwise visually
impaired people – are not investigated as much as it would be
necessary for designing an optimal inventory for a fast unit
selection speech synthesis.
When starting work for the project some questions came
up: What do the blind or visually impaired people aim for
concerning speech synthesis? Do they really prefer a
monotonous fast synthesis being prosodically relatively close
to natural fast speech as suggested in [24]? Or do they not
mind a lack in naturalness as long as acoustic transitions
important for segment identification are adequately modeled
as in formant synthesis [2]? Is it important that the
information bearing units are less compressed/reduced than
the words carrying less semantic load? What kind of speech
quality do they prefer?
The literature concerning these problems proved to be
very poor and so it was decided to start a survey among the
prospective users. A questionnaire was designed which
includes questions about the users’
•
•
•
•

fields of synthesis applications
used or preferred speech synthesis devices
global preferences concerning speech tempo
preferred speech rate when listening to synthetic speech

A second part of the questionnaire deals with several detailed
questions related to
•
•
•
•

the preferred or desired intelligibility
the preferred intonation and prosody of fast speech
the users’ desire for an even faster output than what is
currently possible
preferences concerning the tradeoff between naturalness,
liveliness and the possibility to have a synthesizer talk
very fast.

3.1. (Expected) results
Due to the fact that at the time of writing this paper the
questionnaire has just been released to the public, there are no
results available. Nevertheless the following section contains
some information concerning the expected outcome. During
the workshop, detailed results of the survey will be presented.

4. Further experiments
Based on our previous investigations (cf. 2.) and the outcome
of the questionnaire (cf. 3.), we are currently setting up a
series of perception experiments aimed to determine an
optimal strategy for building a unit inventory that enables us to
model fast synthetic speech. The synthetic quality should be
especially suited for applications used by the visually
impaired. Below we describe the different steps currently
undertaken to gather stimuli containing the different
articulatory and acoustic features under examination. Then, the
anticipated experimental setup is explained. Of course, these
are still subject to amendments based on the prospective
survey’s results.
4.1. Recordings of synthesis units
According to the H&H theory, speakers are able to speak both
fast and clear if they increase effort. In order to build a useful
synthesis inventory that models fast speech, a speaker needed
to be found who was able to realize this speaking style best.
To determine a competent inventory speaker, preliminary
recordings of 9 volunteers were carried out. These recordings
were rated by 12 phonetically trained people. They assessed
the individual speakers’ fastest possible articulation rate, their
perceptual clarity during fast speech and their individual voice
characteristics. Based on these parameters, the presumably
most suitable speaker for a fast inventory of a unit selection
speech synthesis system was determined.
During inventory creating, the selected speaker read a
subset (400 sentences) of the language material contained in
the BITS-Corpus [25]. The BITS-Corpus was simply chosen
due to its availability and its phonologically balanced design
fulfilling the general criteria of unit selection speech synthesis
systems.
The sentences are recorded in 2 conditions:
•
•

“normal” speech rate (4 to 5 syllables per second)
maximum “clear” speech rate (6 to 8 syllables per
second)

All recordings were conducted in a sound treated
recording studio of our institute. Due to the fact that not all
recordings can be done in only one session a strict monitoring
of speaking rate, phrasing and intensity is necessary. Prior to
each session and within each session, several reference
sentences are presented to the speaker in order to (re)adjust
her performance and speaking style. The reference sentences
are recordings of the first recording session. Special attention
is paid to an adjustment of speaking rate, phrasing and
accentuation style and intensity. To reach the fastest rate of
speech possible it has proven useful to guide the speaker to
the designated tempo gradually [26].
All recordings are labeled automatically and corrected
manually. Thus, we create two unit selection inventories: one
in normal speech rate and one in fast speech rate. In order to
assess the general quality of the normal rate inventory and

make sure it fulfills the baseline criteria of an acceptable unit
selection corpus, the normal rate inventory will be compared
with the performance of the existing BITS-inventory. This
assessment will be performed by generating and comparing
identical sentences from the two different inventories.
4.2. Stimuli and experimental setup
As stimuli, different sentences will be generated from the two
inventories recorded previously. The stimulus sentences have
also been recorded but have not been included in the
inventory. Thus, we have templates for further manipulations
and comparisons. The first sentence will be generated from
normal rate units, the second from fast rate units. A third
sentence will be mixed: content words generated from the
normal rate units and function words generated from the fast
rate units. The motivation for these three groups is that it is
still unclear whether listeners prefer fast synthetic speech
generated from fast units (most natural?), compressed normal
units (most intelligible?) or a mixture of both, trying to mimic
the speaking strategies explained by the H&H-theory.
The sentences which are partly or completely generated
from the normal rate units presumably will have to be largely
manipulated concerning their duration and f0 based on the
prerecorded template. It is expected that the sentences which
have been generated from the fast rate units will require a
comparatively marginal manipulation. This manipulation may
create another variable influencing the results of the
perception experiments.
There are three groups of stimulus sentences which will
be evaluated in simple preference tests:
Stimulus Group 1:
•
•
•

Generated from normal rate units
Presumably little coarticulation
Presumably massive prosodic manipulation

Stimulus Group 2:
•
•
•

Generated from fast rate units
Presumably massive, but typical coarticulation
Presumably little prosody manipulation

Stimulus Group 3:
•
•
•

Generated from normal and fast rate units
Presumably little coarticulation in content words and
massive coarticulation in function words
Presumably some prosody manipulation

Additionally, stimuli representing a normal speech rate
will be generated from the two inventories. These sentences
represent a crosscheck. Here, we expect that the sentences
generated from the normal rate units are judged much better
than that generated from the fast rate units. On the one hand,
the fast rate units will have to be massively manipulated, on
the other hand they will cause intelligibility problems for the
listeners due to their strong pertinent coarticulation and
reduction.
The tests shall be conducted with different listener groups.
The first group shall consist of people who are not or only
slightly visually impaired (e.g. their impairment can be
corrected by wearing glasses or contact lenses). In this group,

we expect that the preferred sentences will be the ones
generated from the normal rate inventory and that the overall
preferred tempo of speech is moderate. A second listener
group consists of blind or heavily visually impaired people
who are reliant on using a speech synthesis system in daily
life. Here we expect that these people prefer a fast speech
rate, maybe even not intelligible for the visually unimpaired.
Furthermore, it is assumed that the fast versions of the
sentences where the content words are synthesized from the
normal rate units are preferred because the important
information is more intelligible and easy to understand.

5. Conclusions
Our paper comprises phonetic knowledge concerning fast
speech, discusses implications for its most adequate modeling
in concatenation based synthesis applications aimed at visually
impaired users and presents a research strategy to investigate
this problem further. Since our paper described work in
progress, only very preliminary results are presented, but first
results with regards to the – formerly poorly investigated –
tempo related synthesis preferences of visually impaired users
will be reported during the workshop.
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